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Rhetoric Recognition 
Let the Arguing Commence! 

Daily Schedule and Homework from 8/19-10/2 
 
W 8/ 19  Illustrate how everything’s an argument in this class...  
What arguments are you making today? Specify and justify your answer in writing  
Handout: daily assignment sheet—watch jaws drop  
Homework: After listening to an entire day filled with your teachers’ course introductions, write 
a paragraph (8-10 sentences) in which you cite ONE example of how a teacher persuaded you 
with non-verbal communication that his/her course would be worthwhile. Your paragraphs will 
be assessed on your ability to employ vivid description. In order to receive credit, this work must 
be typed, double-spaced, and follow the MLA format. Make sure your first paper makes a good 
first argument—follow directions and find a way to have your paper printed BEFORE class 
begins. 
 
Th/F 8/20-21 Complete a rhetorical analysis on an excerpt from Frank McCourt’s memoir 
Teacher Man to give you a dose of descriptive writing from a teacher’s perspective of the first 
day of school.  
Debrief on your descriptive paragraphs  
Handout: syllabus, controversial issues letter, and “How to Read Rhetorically”  
Homework: Bribe your parents into signing off on permission slips and read syllabus 
rhetorically to prep for a quiz on Monday. Also rhetorically read “Telling You the Answer Isn’t 
the Answer” by Rhett Allain. You will find this online at Wired Magazine. 
_____________________________ 
 
M 8/24  Collect signed letters & annotated syllabus and questions—these can and should 
be messy—these are your notes!  
Endure a brief quiz on the syllabus and Allain’s article  
Debrief and discuss rhetorical analysis of McCourt’s memoir  
Homework: Write 7-10 interview questions that when asked of a fellow student will give you 
enough fodder to formally introduce him/her to the class. 
 
T/W 8/25-26 Brief lecture on communication—take note! 
Distribute Listening Rubric and demo good/bad/ugly listening  
“Introductions are Arguments”—a brief but compelling lecture  
Pair off for interviews  
Read sample good/bad introductions & apply grading criteria  
Homework: Compose and rehearse your introduction--be prepared to present next class. 
 
Th/F 8/27-28  Live Introductions  
Homework: none. 
__________________________ 
M 8/31  Check out Everything’s an Argument texts  
Read and take notes on Chapter 6 of Everything’s an Argument  
Homework: Finish reading;  Complete the Data / Warrant/ Claim exercise handout 



 
T/W 9/1-2 Scrappy quiz on chapter 6  
Receive further clarification/notes on Toulmin Theory of argument  
Read “The Price of Pressure”  
Double Data exercise  
Homework: Complete the Double Data exercise, if necessary 
 
Th/F 9/3-4 Assign congressional debate research project and topics  
Explain how to annotate research  
“Yes, But...” exercise in class  
Homework: Begin research using E-Library 
To save time and insure reputable and relevant sources, log onto this database and bookmark it at 
home. E-Library houses all of the major news magazines and newspapers. This site is FREE to 
you because the Analy library subscribes to it.  
www.elibrary.com/s/edumark  
for remote access: USER NAME: ANALYREMOTE  
PASSWORD: 001 
 
M 9/7__________________________Labor Day Holiday! 
 
T/W 9/8-9 Handout sample skeletal argument for a congressional debate speech  
Present an overview of parliamentary procedure --take note!  
4-step refutation exercise in class 
Homework: Stop stalling... the first 2 complete skeletons (with research) are due next T/W!  
Look over notes for a parli pro quiz. 
 
Th/F 9/10-11 Quiz on parli-pro  
Mock Congressional Debate for participation points on: “A carrot is a more effective tool for 
persuasion than a stick.” 
Homework: continue research, using elibrary . 
____________________ 
M 9/14  AP Option (books, assignments & contracts) to be distributed 
Continue Mock Congressional Debate for participation pts. 
Homework: Spit polish the 2 complete skeletons (with research)— due next class! 
 
T/W 9/15-16  Collect congressional debate skeletons on topics #1 & #2  
Begin debate on topic #1  
Homework: None...unless you’re striving to be an APe 
 
Th/F 9/17-18 Continue Congressional Debate on topic #1  
Homework: None...unless you’re hoping to go APe 
_____________________________ 
M 9/21  Return skeleton on topic #2 (Take a hint and make revisions to #1 before re-
submitting for a grade!) 
Continue Congressional Debate on topic #1  
Homework: None...unless you’re feeling APish or revising your skeleton #1 
 
T/W 9/22-23  Re-collect Skeletons on Topic #1  
Begin Congressional Debate on Topic #2  
Hear PSAT presentations 
Homework: None...unless you’re going APe 
 



Th/F 9/24-25  Continue Congressional Debate on Topic #2  
Homework: None... 
 _____________________________ 
  
M 9/28  Take NOTE of how to convert a speech skeleton into a classical argument with a 
qualified thesis  
Handout sample converted essay  
Homework: Convert ONE speech skeleton into a classical argument essay with a qualified 
thesis and MLA citations—DUE Th/Fri10/1-2; Last day accepted Monday 10/5 
 
T/W 9/29-30 LAST DAY of Congressional Debate  
Use your notes to write Debater Debrief: Select one issue that we debated and in a hearty 
paragraph declare whether your original position was strengthened or weakened by the class 
discussion and analyze whether the effect was brought about more by pathos, logos, or ethos. 
Cite specific proof from the classroom debates to support your claim. (Guess ya shoulda been 
takin’ notes after all!)  
Homework: Finish spit-polishing classical argument essay with a qualified thesis and MLA 
citations—Don’t be a draft dodger! 
 
Th/F 10/1-2 Collect classical argument essays  
Read and take notes on Chapter 5 of Everything’ s an Argument 
Homework: none – Unless you’re a would-be APe—your signed contracts, written work, and 
reading notes must be brought to the in-class AP assessment on T 10/6 or W10/7 
_____________________________ 
M10/5  LAST DAY classical argument essays accepted! 
Receive new assignment sheet 
 

 


